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Abstract

Charged electrochemical capacitors and battery electrodes are in a state of high Gibbs energy in relation to that of their discharged
states; hence there is a thermodynamic “driving force” for their self-discharge on open-circuit. Several mechanisms for self-discharge can
be envisaged and diagnostically distinguished. They must take place by mixed cathodic/anodic electrochemical processes (as in corrosion)
or, in some cases, by a surface-chemical process.

Self-discharge can be characterized by two procedures: (a) measurement of open-circuit decline of electrode potential or state-of-charge
with time or (b) by establishing the polarizing currents, so-called float-currents, at various potentials in the self-discharge process that are
required just to maintain those respective potentials constant. The importance, for either case, of characterizing the self-discharge behavior
individually for each electrode of a cell pair (using a third electrode as a reference) is stressed.

Experimental data are presented for potentiostatic float-current measurements at porous C-cloth and glassy-C electrodes, and related
to digital potential-decay measurements under the same conditions in aqueous H2SO4 below the decomposition potential of the solution.
Treatment of an equivalent circuit model enables the time dependence of components of double-layer charging and self-discharge under
potentiostatic float conditions to be understood and evaluated.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and significance of self-discharge
processes

In previous papers[1,2], we analyzed the various fac-
tors determining rates of self-discharge, in time, of elec-
trochemical charge-storage devices, as determined by the
potential-decay procedure. In the charged state, batteries
and supercapacitors[3,4] are in a state of higher Gibbs (free)
energy,G, than in their discharged state so there is a thermo-
dynamic “driving force” for spontaneous decline ofG with
time. The actual rate of this decline, manifested as diminu-
tion of cell voltage (or available charge) of the electrochem-
ical capacitor or battery with time, is determined by the
mechanism(s) of the process(es) by which the self-discharge
and decline ofG takes place, and by the temperature. The
situation is not unlike that in a reaction between potentially
reactive chemical compounds (highG) which, when mixed,
proceed to produce products (lowerG) at a rate dependent
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on the kinetics and mechanism of the reaction(s) involved
that are dependent on concentration and temperature.

Rates of decline of voltage of an electrochemical power
source, “self-discharge”, are similarly determined by the
mechanisms and rates of processes that can take place at the
interfaces of the electrodes of the device, as influenced by
thekinetics of the electrochemical processes involved.

Although self-discharge is always of fundamental interest
in the behavior of electrochemical power sources, whether
it is of practical importance or not depends on theapplica-
tion of the capacitor device. For load-leveling applications
in hybrid EV power-trains[4,5] or for bridging short-term
power outages, it may not be of practical significance since
recharge is intermittent. In stand-alone or standby applica-
tions, where the device has to be on-line for appreciable
periods of time before recharge, obviously self-discharge
behavior is of major importance for device performance
specifications.

On open-circuit of a charged battery or capacitor de-
vice there is no external circuit through which discharge
by Faradaic passage of electronic charges can pass, as is
the case for such devices operating in the regular way
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through an ohmic load. Hence, open-circuit self-discharge
must take place through coupled anodic and cathodic pro-
cesses, passing parasitic currents at one or both individ-
ual electrodes, separately. Such processes are analogous
to corrosion of metals on open-circuit where coupled
half-cell electrochemical processes, anodic and cathodic,
take place simultaneously at a single electrode interface
at a common mixed potential (“mischpotential”), deter-
mined jointly by the kinetics of the anodic and cathodic
partial processes taking place at a time-dependent common
potential.

Self-discharge must proceed by an analogous mecha-
nism involving coupled anodic and cathodic partial pro-
cesses, normally of a Faradaic nature involving interfacial
charge-transfer processes. Since self-discharge, by defini-
tion, involves progressive, time-dependent loss of charge, the
state-of-charge (SOC) continuously diminishes with time,
usually at progressively diminishing rate. It is important, as
will be discussed later, to recognize that self-discharge rates
at given potentials can be different at the positive and nega-
tive electrodes of a double-layer capacitor pair since specific
capacitance values can differ for a given material (as is well
known for Hg [6]) under positive compared with negative
directions of polarization. Apart from self-discharge being
usually different at the anode and cathode of a battery, or
the positive and negative electrodes of a capacitor device,
there can be fundamental differences in the significance of
self-discharge at battery and capacitor type electrodes, for
the following reasons.

Charging or discharging of battery electrodes involves
principally Faradaic charge-transfer processes which change
the chemical states, or state of oxidation, of the electrode
materials, and are usually associated withphase changes.
Charging or discharging of electrochemical double-layer
capacitor devices, e.g. employing high-specific-area
porous carbon materials as electrodes, normally involves
non-Faradaic charge accumulations of opposite sign across
the interfaces of two component electrodes (polarized
in opposite directions), without phase changes. Only on
overcharge to potential differences exceeding the thermo-
dynamic decomposition potentials (�Ed) of the cell elec-
trolyte does the passage of charge from the external circuit
become increasingly Faradaic as cell voltage is continued
to increase beyond�Ed.

The above differences in the charging processes in a
battery-cell compared with a capacitor-cell are important
for considering the nature and mechanisms of processes of
self-discharge at the two systems. These differences provide
the basis for some of the discussions and experimentation
reported in the present paper.

2. Distinguishable mechanisms of self-discharge

Three situations arise in self-discharge phenomena that
should be recognized in relation to choice of experimental

design and bases of interpretation of results. They are as
follows:

(a) Self-discharge at electrodes which have been polarized
to overcharge potentials, i.e. beyond potentials corre-
sponding to the thermodynamic decomposition potential
of the solution. Examples are the alkaline Ni–O–OH and
the acid PbO2 cathodes. Self-discharge, in such cases,
then proceeds by continuation of the Faradaic over-
charge process, viz. anodic O2 evolution, on open-circuit
but coupled with a cathodic partial process, theoretically
down to the reversible O2/H2O potential.

(b) Self-discharge by parasitic processes involving Faradaic
impurity reactions (sometimes redox shuttle pro-
cesses[2]) that can be cathodic or anodic, and may
be diffusion-controlled. Such processes can arise at
battery-type anodes or cathodes and especially in the
case of double-layer-type electrochemical capacitors
where impurity parasitic currents can arise.

(c) Apparent self-discharge, over relatively short times, fol-
lowing interruption of polarizing currents at porous-C
electrodes due to non-uniformity of charge acceptance
down and amongst pores. This can be experimentally
observed and physically simulated in the behavior of
hardware, multi-elementC/R circuits, as in our Ref.[7].
Similar effects arise, but for different reasons, at RuO2
pseudocapacitance devices owing to non-uniformity of
states of oxidation (or reduction) of the RuO2 active ma-
terial in the near-surface region of such electrodes[2].

(d) A different origin of self-discharge behavior arises at
some two-electrode battery configurations where prod-
ucts of charging or corrosion at one electrode become
transferred, by diffusion, to the other electrode which
then suffers time-dependent depolarization. Examples
arise in the operation of, e.g., Zn/air or Al/air primary
cells or rechargeable Zn/Br2 batteries and in related
ways (but not referred to as “self-discharge”) in the oper-
ation of methanol fuel-cells where cross-over of MeOH
to the O2 cathode interferes with its efficient operation.

(e) Finally, a more trivial origin of self-discharge can be
short-circuit leakage currents between adjacent cathodes
and anodes in imperfectly sealed bipolar electrode con-
figurations. This case gives (see below) self-discharge
kinetics that are clearly distinguishable from those orig-
inating from the other situations listed above.

3. Kinetic equations for potential, VVV , as a function of
time, ttt, in self-discharge

In our previous papers[1,2], we analyzed comparatively
three of the above types of electrochemical mechanism,
and associated respective kinetic behaviors, by which
self-discharge of an electrochemical capacitor or battery
could take place; a summary is given below:
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(1) By a Faradaic process of self-discharge involving, e.g.,
reduction or oxidation of impurities such as O2, H2O2,
Fe2+/Fe3+, etc., or by a Faradaic process associated
with reaction of products from overcharge, as with the
nickel-oxide electrode Ni–O–OH or “NiO2”.

For this case[1–3], the self-discharge current at po-
tentialV is given by

iV = −C
dV

dt
= i0 exp

[
V

b

]
(1)

where the right-hand side is the Tafel function in exp
form for the current asf(V) in the self-discharge reaction.
At the initial potentialVi, just upon opening the circuit,
iV ≡ iVi = i0 exp[Vi/b] andb is the Tafel slope,RT/αF,
C is the double-layer capacitance of the electrode and
i0 the exchange current density of the rate-determining
self-discharge process.

Rearranging and integratingEq. (1) gives (cf. Ref.
[8]) the time dependence ofV on open-circuit as

Vt = −b ln

{
i0

bC

}
− b ln(t + θ) (2)

where θ includes the integration constant ofEq. (1).
Then Vt is logarithmic in (t + θ) or in t for t � θ.
In cases whereC itself is f(V), determined empirically
from experiment (as, e.g., fromFig. 1) or is intrinsically
itself an expf(V) (pseudocapacitance case[9]), Vt will
differ asf(t + θ) from that given byEq. (2).

Fig. 1. Cyclic voltammograms of the Spectracarb carbon-cloth electrode
in 5 M H2SO4 recorded for a series of sweep rates, 1–25 mV s−1; arrow
indicates direction of increasing sweep rate.

(2) By a diffusion-controlled Faradaic process involving de-
polarization by impurity reactions:

Vt = Vi − B
√

t (3)

that is the self-discharge follows asquare-root relation
in time in the duration of self-discharge.

(3) Another mechanism can arise if there is “short-circuit”
leakage between one electrode interface and another
through a load in improperly sealed bipolar cell designs.
Then, a characteristic self-discharge behavior in time
arises, dependent on the magnitude ofRL, the resistance
of the leakage pathway:

ln

[
Vt

Vi

]
= − t

RLC
(4)

This is easily distinguishable from the kinetics associ-
ated withEqs. (2) and (3).

Eqs. (2)–(4)thus provide cleardiagnostic criteria for dis-
tinguishing mechanisms of self-discharge that may charac-
terize the time-dependent voltage of a cell on open-circuit,
provided that data collection is over at least 3 decades of
time [2].

A complementary approach to the use of simple,
qualitatively different equivalent circuits for analysis of
self-discharge kinetics, has been employment of multiple
series/parallel ladder-type equivalent circuits for analysis
of impedance characterization for a range of low to higher
RC time constants by Miller[10], as recently applied by
Dougal et al.[11].

We now proceed to treat and discuss new aspects of the
self-discharge problem, as treated in terms of float-current
measurements in the sections which follow.

4. Comparative evaluation of self-discharge by means
of voltage decay versus “float-current” measurements

In earlier work, self-discharge was characterized by
recording decline of electrode potential or cell voltage over
lengthy periods of time and subjecting the data to some
kind of kinetic analysis, e.g. in terms of logt plots based on
Faradaic self-discharge,Eq. (2), or on some other mecha-
nism referred to above.

More recently, a different procedure has been employed
where so-called “float-currents” are recorded, i.e. the cur-
rents required just to maintain the electrode (or cell) at a
given, selected constant potential in the range involved in
a potential-decay experiment. This corresponds, ideally, to
maintaining the electrode at a given state-of-charge (and
corresponding potential) where the imposed flow of cur-
rent would match the spontaneous self-discharge current that
would otherwise be flowing (at a given potential) as a result
of a mixed anodic/cathode process at the electrode’s inter-
face, as in corrosion of a base metal[12].
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Potential-decay relations for self-discharge at the porous C-cloth
electrode initiated at a series of declining potentials (5.0 M aq. H2SO4,
T = 298 K) on positive polarization; (b) plot of the slopes of theE vs.
log t relations (in (a)) as a function of the polarization potential at the
C-cloth electrode.

In the present work, we have made such comparative
measurements by means of potential-decay and float-current
evaluations.

Under ideal conditions, float-currents evaluated at vari-
ous potentials in the range corresponding to self-discharge
decline, would remain constant in time, matching the
self-discharge currents that would otherwise be passing
and be dependent on potential. At the limit of interrup-
tion of a polarizing current, i.e. at the initial potential
of a potential-decay curve, the self-discharge current is,
in effect, the negative of the polarizing current,i, and is
−i = C(dV/dt)t=0 where(dV/dt)t=0 is the initial potential
decay rate [cf.Eq. (1)].

As will be shown inSection 6, the experimental behavior
at the porous-C electrode differs qualitatively (seeFigs. 2
and 3later) and in a more complex way from the expected
ideal behavior.

5. Experimental

Experimental procedures followed those in earlier publi-
cations[1,2,7].

Double-layer capacitor electrodes were made from “Spec-
tracarb 2225”, high-specific-area (2500 m2 g−1) C-cloth

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Potential-recovery relations at the porous C-cloth electrode
initiated at a series of increasing potentials (5.0 M aq. H2SO4, T = 298 K)
on negative polarization; (b) plot of the slopes of theE vs. logt relations
(in (a)) as a function of the initial polarization potential at the C-cloth
electrode.

material (Spectracarb Corp., Lawrence, MA) mounted
at the end of a glass-tube electrode holder. Charging
and self-discharge at such electrodes was followed in a
three-electrode cell, i.e. using a third electrode (RHE) as
a reference. Following polarization to a series of selected
potentials, charging currents were interrupted and declines
of electrode potential were followed by digital recording
over 4–5 decades of time.

Comparative self-discharge measurements were made at
a glassy-C rod electrode.

Aqueous 5.0 M H2SO4 was the electrolyte at 298 K. The
high concentration was used in order to minimize equivalent
series resistance. The porous-C electrodes were pre-filled
with this electrolyte on standing.

The double-layer capacitance behavior was first charac-
terized at various sweep-rates,υ (mV s−1), by cyclic voltam-
metry as exemplified byFig. 1. The υ-dependence of the
CVs, corresponding to dispersion of the capacitance, is due
to the well known effect of distributedC andR in the porous
matrix [7,13].

Analysis of potential-decay results in time was performed
according to the principles explained in Ref.[2], using one or
other of theEq. (2), (3) or (4)for the purpose of comparison
with results of float-current measurements made at the same
electrodes (see below).
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Self-discharge behavior was also examined compara-
tively at the C-cloth and glassy-C electrodes by means of
“float-current” measurements. These were conducted by
application of potentiostatic potential steps to a series of
selected potentials in the range of decline of potentials that
had been followed in the potential-decay measurements,
with recording of the time-dependent currents arising in
response to the potential steps.

The resulting current transients (see results presented be-
low) were recorded for appreciable periods of time up to the
condition where (almost) steady float-currents were attained,
i.e. when the float-current reached a steady-state value equal
to the self-discharge rate at the given selected potential.
The basis for analysis of these current transients is given in
Section 10later.

6. Observed kinetic behavior for self-discharge at the
Spectracarb C electrode

Examples of plots ofVt versus logt, following interrup-
tion of currents at various values, are shown inFig. 2. The
initial curvature at smallt values is expected and arises
from the θ term in Eq. (2). For t � θ, the Vt relations
are almost logarithmic int over several decades oft. How-
ever, it is seen that the negative log-slopes (Fig. 2b) of
the linear regions of the plots inFig. 2a decrease numer-
ically with decreasing initial polarization potential, con-
trary to the expectations fromEqs. (1) and (2)(and to
the behavior at Ni–O–OH, Ref.[2] and Fig. 4, later). For
polarization of the C electrode in the opposite direction
(i.e. for “discharge”), it is of special interest that similar
potential relaxation takes place (“potential recovery”), as
shown inFig. 3, and is also approximately linear in logt
whent � θ. Note that analogous behavior was observed in
our work on RuO2 as a redox pseudocapacitance material
[2].

Plots were also made (cf. Ref.[2]) of log[Vi/Vt ] versus
t, corresponding to leakage discharge into a load resis-
tance. As expected for the conditions of the present exper-
iments, such plots are not consistent with the experimental
potential-decay data for a single electrode.

However, comparative experimental evaluations of
self-discharge relations from small extents of overcharge
of the nickel-oxide (Ni–O–OH/Ni(OH)2) battery cathode,
taken from various initial potentials, do converge to a
common line in log(t + θ) with increasing time,t, as t
becomes� θ, having therefore a common slope value,−b
(Eq. (2)), as shown for the examples inFig. 4. This behav-
ior of Ni oxide electrodes involvesFaradaic self-discharge,
as proven by direct measurements of O2 evolution rates
on open-circuit, contrary to the porous-C case where the
self-discharge takes placebelow the solution-decomposition
potential.

The behavior for the porous-C capacitor electrodes is evi-
dently quite different from that of Ni–O–OH (Fig. 4) where

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Comparative potential-decay plots for self-discharge of a
Ni–O–OH/Ni(OH)2 battery-type electrode, following anodic polarization
(charging at several rates: 20, 3 and 1 mA) in aq. KOH at 298 K. Note that
decay plots from various potentials tend to a common line on log(t + θ)

plots (Eq. (2)).

the self-discharge process corresponds to (experimentally
observable[8]) O2 evolution from the Ni-oxide at overcharge
potentials, i.e. above the O2/H2O reversible potential. The
open-circuit process is Faradaic O2 evolution coupled, as a
mixed reaction, with reduction of Ni–O(>1)–OH.

Thus the open-circuit behavior of the capacitative
porous-C electrodes as analyzed by log(t + θ) plots
(Figs. 2 and 3) seems fundamentally different from that for
Ni–O–OH since decay from an overcharge condition is not
involved in the former case. Then the question, “what is
involved kinetically?”, arises.

The interesting and significant feature of the potential-
decay behavior of the C-cloth double-layer capacitor elec-
trode (Figs. 2 and 3) and of glassy-C (Fig. 5) is that linear
log plots int+θ do arise, as represented byEq. (2), but their
slopes depend on the initial polarization potential (Figs. 2
and 3), and hence would not be simply identifiable as the
negative of the Tafel slope of the Faradaic self-discharge
reaction,Eq. (2), as applies for the nickel-oxide behaviors
(Fig. 4a and b).

Proceeding in a “retro-mathematical” way to interpret
the above results in terms of the exp form ofEq. (1),
one would have to introduce an additional Tafel-type fac-
tor, −b′, leading to a compound potential dependence of
self-discharge current inEq. (1), with an overall slope of
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Fig. 5. Potential-decay profiles for a glassy-C electrode in 0.5 M H2SO4

(298 K) plotted in logt/s over seven decades oft (note that for logt > 1,
the plots do not tend to fall on a line of common slope).

the Vt versus log(t + θ) relation, having a valueb − b′.
To account for the observed slopes of such relations in
Figs. 2 and 5, b′ would have to be a function of the ini-
tial polarization potentialVi. However, it is unclear what
physical significance such a factor might have, and it
does not arise in self-discharge of the Ni-oxide electrode
(Fig. 4).

A related way of representing the results would be
to suppose that the transfer-coefficient,α, in the Tafel
slope is dependent onVi but, for eachVi, it has a dif-
ferent value which, however,remains constant over the
succeeding decline of potential from thatVi. Again the
origin of such behavior is obscure. A kind of “memory
effect” would be required, i.e. for eachVi, a constant
α applies for further declining potential yet α depends
on the Vi at which the particular self-discharge plot was
initiated.

Probably the key difference could be the time-dependent
redistribution of charge in the distributed double-layer
at the extended pore surfaces which arises from the de
Levie “porous-electrode effect”[7,13]. Such effects have
already been characterized in an earlier paper from our
laboratory [7] in which potential-relaxation transients
were recorded at RuO2, following pulsed changes of
electrode potential (cf.Fig. 3 and Ref. [7], referred to
above). Support for such a charge-redistribution effect
could be adduced from the fact that evident similar po-
tential changes in log[time], but in the opposite direc-
tion, arise as potential-recovery, following deep discharge
(Fig. 3).

Comparative potential-decay experiments were conducted
at a glassy-C electrode having much lower porosity. The
results are shown inFig. 5 for self-discharge from several
positive potentials. Surprisingly, the main features of the
behavior are not dissimilar to those of the porous-C cloth

electrode (Fig. 2), but are again different from those for the
Ni-oxide electrode (Fig. 4).

7. Charge losses on self-discharge

Accompanying decline of potential on self-discharge there
is, of course, a corresponding loss of charge held. This is
easily calculated from the course of recorded self-discharge
voltage profiles and knowledge of the electrode’s capaci-
tance,CV , as a function of electrode potential, e.g., from
CVs (not necessarily the same for a given carbon prepara-
tion at each of the two electrodes in a symmetric carbon/
carbon double-layer device since the specific capacitance
(�F cm−2) of most electrode materials, e.g. Hg[6], is usu-
ally different for positive polarization (anion adsorption;
greater) from that for negative (cation adsorption; less)).

The change of charge held,�qt , as a function of electrode
potential and time on self-discharge is

qi −
∫ Vt

Vi

CV dV = �qt (5)

where qi is the charge held initially at potentialVi, and
Vt is the potential after decline overt seconds.CV can be
easily determined by means of cyclic voltammetry (Fig. 1;
response currenti = CV dV/dt), so the integral charge loss
can be quantitatively evaluated.

Often,C is almost independent of potential,V, so�qt can
be easily evaluated, starting from various initial potentials,
Vi; thenEq. (5) is simply and obviously

qt = qi − C�V = (�q)t (6)

where�V is the spontaneous fall of potential,Vi − Vt over
time t, which is directly measurable from the self-discharge
profiles in time.

From the above relations, applied toeach electrode of
a cell pair, any asymmetry in (�q)t (cf. Fig. 6), during
self-discharge, can be evaluated and its effects on cell per-
formance on cycling taken into account.

      

Fig. 6. Schematic comparison of asymmetry of self-discharge profiles at
a capacitor and battery-type electrode in a “hybrid” electrode device.
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8. Results of float-current experiments at the C-cloth
electrode

Comparative float-current experiments were conducted at
the C-cloth electrode in 5.0 M H2SO4 by means of poten-
tiostatic polarization as explained inSection 5.

In one set of experiments, a series of potential steps were
applied to the electrode potentiostatically up to, first, a series
of potentials below the solvent decomposition voltage (be-
low that for O2 evolution) and then to several values above.
The response “float-currents” that resulted were recorded in
time over 3600 s, as shown inFig. 7. Results from overcharge
conditions were unsatisfactory owing to damage to the C
electrode, probably due to O2 generation in the pores with
expulsion of some electrolyte from them. This could serve as
a warning in practical applications where charge/discharge
conditions should be carefully controlled.

Unlike the behavior expected for regular plane electrodes
having small capacitance without the impediment to charg-
ing through a distributed resistance[13] (cf. Section 5), the
(apparent) float-current responses,it , declined in time sub-
stantially (Fig. 7), eventually attaining an almost constant
value which is presumably equal to the ultimately steady
self-discharge rate. This situation obviously complicates the
characterization of self-discharge behavior at porous elec-
trodes using the “float-current” method, but it does give new
and unexpected insights into what is occurring at porous,
high-specific-area C electrodes used for electrochemical ca-
pacitor devices.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Potentiostatic float-current responses recorded at the C-cloth elec-
trode from five polarization potentials (+0.8, +0.9, +1.0, +1.05 and
+1.1 V, RHE) for a duration of (a) 0–50 s and (b) 0–3600 s. Float-currents
tend to the self-discharge rates att → 3600 s. Arrows show directions of
increasing initial anodic polarization potentials.

These extended time-effects, we believe, are a direct re-
sult of the de Levie “porous electrode effect”[13] where a
modulation voltage signal does not immediately give rise to
charging of the electrode’s whole double-layer capacitance
due to its distributed complex “RC” network and large val-
ues ofC. There is a so-called “penetration distance”[13] of
the signal down pores, into the electrode matrix, depending
on rise-time in voltage pulses or frequency in alternating
voltage modulation.

Integration of thei versust transients that arise from the
potentiostatic polarizations at various potentials gives the
charges that have to be passed cumulatively to eventually
attain steady values of float-currents. Such charges corre-
spond therefore to extents of charge that have to be passed
into (or from) the porous electrode surface in order to estab-
lish asteady state of accommodated double-layer charge, at
a given potential, associated with asteady self-discharge or
potential-recovery current or rate.

The time-dependent float-currents, following a potential
step, correspond to continuing charge adjustment at/in the
porous electrode. For the case of potentiostatic charging into
a capacitance in series with a resistance (Circuit 1,Section
10), in the simplest analysis, the charging currentit as func-
tion of time would beit = ii exp[−t/RC]. Integration of
such t-dependentit values then gives the charge delivered

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Current values in the transients for the C-cloth electrode (Fig.
7) at 300 s (�) and 3600 s (�) as a function of polarization potential.
(b) Integrated charges passed in potentiostatic transients as a function
of polarization potential at the C-cloth electrode; comparison of charges
evaluated at 300 s (�) and 3600 s (�).
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Fig. 9. As in Fig. 7, but for float-currents measured in 5.0 M H2SO4

at a glassy-C electrode to 150 and 3600 s. Arrows show directions of
increasing initial anodic polarization potentials.

into the electrode, following the potential step. Examples
are shown inFig. 8, derived from the experimental tran-
sients ofFig. 7, evaluated att = 300 and 3600 s in the
transient.

The duration of the potentiostatic transients (on the order
of several hundreds of seconds) is seen to be much larger
than it would be for potential step experiments at plane elec-
trodes, where it is on the order of�s to ms, e.g. Ref.[14].
This is, of course, due both to the very much larger and
distributed nature of the capacitance of porous-C electrodes
than that of plane electrodes of the same element, e.g. as for
glassy-C (Figs. 5 and 9, andSection 9below).

9. Comparative float-current behavior at glassy-carbon

Self-discharge float-current measurements were made
comparatively at glassy-C, a much less porous material than
the C-cloth.Fig. 9 shows the adjustment of float-current,i,
following potentiostatic polarization to a series of potentials,
E, over the range 1.45–0.8 V (RHE) taken at 50–100 mV
intervals, recorded over 3600 s. The true float-currents are

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. (a) Response current values during the transients (Fig. 9) for
the glassy-C electrode as a function of polarization potential, recorded
at times t = 300 s (�) and 3600 s (�). (b) Integrated charges passed
in potentiostatic transients as a function of polarization potential at the
glassy-C electrode; comparison of charges evaluated at 300 s (�) and
3600 s (�).

those towards the end of the transients (>1000 s) inFig. 9.
Resulting plots ofi as a function ofE are shown inFig. 10a
taken at 300 and 3600 s; as expected, the float-currents
required to balance self-discharge rates increase withE
(3600 s values). At 300 s, charging ofC in the potentiostatic
steps takes the principal current due to the bifurcation at
A in Circuit 2. The integrated charges accumulated in the
transients are plotted inFig. 10b for t = 300 and 3600 s
as f(E). Note that the charges passed and the float-current
magnitudes of the transients are much less than those for
the porous, high-area C-cloth electrodes (Fig. 8), as is to be
expected.

10. Analysis of float-current behavior of a capacitor
under potentiostatic conditions

The most direct way to examine self-discharge of a capac-
itor by the “float-current” method is to apply potentiostatic
polarization steps to a series of electrode potentials at which
self-discharge rates are to be evaluated, and then record the
resulting currents, as indicated earlier.

In the absence of self-discharge, the charging situation
can be usefully represented by a “first-order” (cf. Ref.[1])
equivalent circuit having the form:
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in which charging current,it , enters through an (equivalent)
series resistance,RS, into the capacitance,C. During pas-
sage of charge due to application of a constantV, the latter
potential difference,V, becomes distributed across Circuit 1
as

V = itRS + VC (7)

whereVC is the time-dependent potential across the capac-
itor, = V − itRS. The time-dependent charging-current,it ,
is then

it = C
d(V − itRS)

dt
(8)

= −CRS
dit

dt
(9)

for constant appliedV, i.e., upon integration:

it = ii exp

[
− t

RSC

]
(10)

whereii is the initial current att → 0. Hence the charging
current exponentially decreases in timet.

Note that, in aporous electrode, theRS (determining rates
of admission of charge to the outer surface of the capacitor
electrode), is coupled with the distributed resistance and ca-
pacitance, in the carbon electrode matrix which is therefore
microscopically being charged at a distribution of rates (de
Levie porous-electrode effect[13]). The effective “R” is then
a combination ofRS and distributed resistance in the porous
matrix. An experimental demonstration of this, more com-
plex situation, was made by means of a five-element hard-
ware circuit in the paper of Ref.[15], published earlier from
our laboratory. Using that model it was possible to record
the time dependence of potentials at eachC–R connection
point in the five-elementC/R ladder.

The situation obtaining whenC is subject to self-discharge,
characterized by a potential-dependent resistanceRSD, is
represented simplistically by the “first-order” (cf. Refs.
[11,12]) series/parallel circuit shown below:

where the possibility thatRSD is potential-dependent is in-
dicated. Then potentiostatic charging(V = constant) results

in a bifurcation of current at A into two components:iC the
charging current intoC and the self-discharge current,iSD,
related toVC andRSD at a given state of charge ofC, the
latter determiningVC in Circuit 2. Note that asVC builds
up, theiSD, throughRSD, tends to increase.

Then two limiting cases arise: (a) whenRSD � RS (very
slow self-discharge) almost normal charging ofC (with rise
of VC) will arise according toEq. (10) with R ≈ RS;
(b) whenRSD � RS, most of the current passes through
RSD, corresponding to high self-discharge rate, i.e. an high
float-current would be required to maintain charge onC.
See results of simulation calculations inSection 11, be-
low. A more complex situation arises whenRSD is itself
potential-dependent as for a Faradaic leakage process. This
case will be treated elsewhere.

Practically, an intermediate situation will normally arise,
dependent on the value ofV, where, in the charging tran-
sient, part of the current goes for chargingC and a para-
sitic fraction passes throughRSD. In the steady state, it is
the latter that is measurable as the float-current, and the
state-of-charge ofC is less than that attainable (for a given
V) where self-discharge is negligible.

The above situations provide a primitive basis for un-
derstanding of the results shown above, obtained by
potentiostatic-step experiments with the porous C-cloth
electrode. InFig. 7 was shown the charging-current tran-
sients for the C-cloth electrode recorded for five constant
potentials from 1.1 to 0.8 V (RHE).

11. Simulation of the float-current behavior modeled in
circuit 2

Although for a variety of applications, electrochem-
ical capacitors having small capacities operate with
charge/discharge time-scales of ms to several seconds, so
that extents of self-discharge are correspondingly quite
small, larger asymmetric cell devices are designed to oper-
ate over charge/discharge cycles of several hours, i.e. com-
parable with times over which appreciable self-discharge
can take place. This is the case treated in this section of the
paper.

In the following the purpose is hence to demonstrate how,
in a potentiostatic float-current transient, the current arising
from a potential step (V) becomes bifurcated at A in Cir-
cuit 2 into two components, one for charging of the capaci-
tance, the other passing in parallel as a self-discharge (SD)
current. The values of these components depend on the rel-
ative values ofRS andRSD (the resistance equivalent to the
reciprocal rate of the self-discharge process at some given
electrode potential). Naturally, the smaller isRSD compared
with the ESR,RS, the greater will be the self-discharge rate
and thus the float-currentrequired to maintain the given po-
tential. As a consequence, the SOC of the capacitance,C, at
a given potential remains lower than that for the largerRSD
and the behavior depends, in fact, on the ratio ofRSD to RS.
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Fig. 11. Calculated float-current transients, plotted on logi vs. t-scale, obtained whenC is subject to self-discharge through a constant resistance,RSD,
as represented by the series/parallelRC Circuit 2 (Section 10): C = 1 F; V = 1 V; RS = 0.1�. For RSD/RS = 1, the total current,iT, is plotted as curve
A; the self-discharge current,iSD, is plotted as curve B and the capacitor charging current,iC, is plotted as curve C. ForRSD/RS = 100, iT is curve D,
iSD is curve E andiC is curve F.

This situation is illustrated inFigs. 11 and 12by quantita-
tive simulations of the charging and float-current behaviors.
In Fig. 11the total, theiT(t), self-discharge,iSD(t), and the
capacitor charging currents,iC(t), are plotted as a function
of time for a nominal voltage of 1 V, applied to a capaci-
tanceC of 1 F for two different examples having constant
ratio of RSD/RS of 100 and 1. Plotted in curves A, B and C
areiT(t), iSD(t) andiC(t), respectively, for the case in which
RS andRSD are taken as nominally equal (i.e.RSD/RS = 1).
Such conditions actually correspond to an unrealistic situa-

Fig. 12. As forFig. 11, but for calculated capacitor voltage,VC, as af(t):
(—) RSD/RS = 1; (- - -) RSD/RS = 100.

tion in which the capacitor element is subject to consider-
able self-discharge, e.g. as at elevated temperatures. Plotted
as curves D, E and F areiT(t), iSD(t) andiC(t), respectively,
for the case in whichRSD is two orders of magnitude larger
thanRS (i.e. RSD/RS = 100, relatively lower self-discharge
rate). For simplicity of calculation, unlike in Circuit 2,RSD
is assumed to be potential-independent. For the case of con-
stant (potential-independent) self-discharge resistance, the
charging current across the capacitor,iC, is a function of
bothRS andRSD,

iC(t) = V

RS
exp

[
−1 + (RS/RSD)

RSC
t

]
(11)

The capacitor voltage profile is also a function oft and is

VC(t) = RSDV

RS + RSD

(
1 − exp

[
−1 + (RS/RSD)

RSC
t

])

= iSDRSD (12)

Clearly the log of the capacitor charging current is linear int
(Eq. (11), curves C and F ofFig. 11); however, the total and
self-discharge currents are not (seeFig. 11; curves A, D and
B, F are foriT(t) and iSD(t), respectively, and alsoEq. (12)
given thatiSD = VC(t)/RSD). The self-discharge current is
then a function of the formA[1 − exp(−Bt)]. The total cu-
mulative charges delivered, the cumulative charge at the ca-
pacitor and the capacitor voltage (VC) are each dependent
both on the ratio ofRSD/RS and on time as clearly shown
in Fig. 12. For a givenRS, decreasing the ratioRSD/RS re-
sults in a relative increase in the self-discharge current and,
therefore, a decrease in both the cumulative charge stored
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and the voltageVC across the capacitor. These simulation
calculations give a useful overall view of the dynamics of
float-current measurements and hence of their significance
in time.

12. “One-electrode” versus “two-electrode”
measurements

Often, in technical evaluations of power-source perfor-
mance, two-terminal open-circuit self-discharge rates are
recorded for practical purposes. However, such measure-
ments give no indication of which electrode (positive or neg-
ative) is contributing mainly to the self-discharge, or, if both
are, to comparable extents. This is of major importance in
the newer, asymmetric (or so-called hybrid) electrode con-
figurations of electrochemical capacitors[16] where the ca-
pacitor electrode usually suffers faster self-discharge than
the battery-type electrode component in an asymmetric de-
vice. This situation is illustrated inFig. 6.

If such a situation arises, subsequent recharge will cause
overcharge on the electrode that has suffered less discharge
than the other, unless interim, slow short-circuit completion
of discharge has been carried out (an undesirable and com-
plicated experiment).

Hence it is very desirable that information on self-discharge
rates be obtainedindividually on each electrode. This can
be done in separate experiments on each electrode (in a cell

Fig. 13. Illustrating asymmetry of self-discharge between the positive
and negative electrodes of an electrochemical capacitor, especially for
the “hybrid” type comparing a C (negative) double-layer-type electrode
worked against a Pb/PbO2 (positive) Faradaic battery-type electrode.

with a third electrode as a reference) or in a two-electrode
device cell in which a wick or capillary electrolyte probe
contact is made into the cell from a (third) electrode as
reference, through its top, contacting the separator. This
procedure has been used in our lab for some time and
its effectiveness proven. An example is shown inFig. 13
for self-discharge at the electrodes of an asymmetric cell
comprised of a C double-layer anode and a PbO2 cathode
[17].

From results of such tests, some adjustments of mass
(≡charge capacities) of the conjugate positive and negative
electrodes can be made to minimize the effects of asym-
metric self-discharge rates. This, however, may not be easy
since mass and charge capacities must also be balanced
complementarily in terms of relative equivalent weight of
the positive and negative electrodes required for optimized
charge and discharge cycling[17]. This factor is espe-
cially important for the “hybrid electrode” systems (e.g.
Refs. [16,17]) where, e.g., a PbO2/PbSO4 positive elec-
trode is operated down to not more than 60% state of dis-
charge to preserve long cyclability and optimization of rate
capability.

13. Conclusions

1. Self-discharge behavior at porous-C double-layer capac-
itor electrodes differs in important ways from that at
battery-type electrodes, e.g. Ni–O–OH.

2. Plots of potentials on self-discharge both at the C-cloth
electrode and a glassy-C electrode are logarithmic in time
but exhibit different slopes, dE/d(logt) or dE/d(log(t +
θ)), depending on the initial polarization potentials (in
contrast to behavior of Ni–O–OH).

3. Float-current measurements of self-discharge rates are
complementary to data obtained from potential-decay be-
havior in time. They have been conducted at the C-cloth
and glassy-C electrodes. Interpretation of the resulting
data is, however, complicated at high-area porous elec-
trodes by time-dependent processes over 100s to 1000s
of seconds due tot-dependent charging in parallel with
ultimate matching of the SD balanced charging rate.

4. Analysis of behavior of equivalent circuits to model
float-current behavior at porous carbon electrodes gives
useful bases for interpretations of the experimental re-
sults.

5. Stress is put on the desirability of characterizing SD
at individual electrodes in cell-pairs by recording
time-dependent potentials or float-currents versus the
potential of a “third-electrode” as a reference having
access to the cell.

6. This procedure is of particular value with asymmetric-type
electrode configurations where SD behavior can be
quite different at the Faradaic electrode from that at the
non-Faradaic (capacitative) one, giving rise to asymmet-
ric SD in the cell.
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